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The landscape of microanalysis in the geosciences has changed dramatically in the past few
years, and with it the role of the Nuclear Microprobe (NMP). Now the routine analysis of sin-
gle points on large mineral grains can be handled by laser-ablation ICP/MS; although this tech-
nique is destructive, of relatively low resolution (-30 (im) and requires standards, its sensitivi-
ty can exceed 0.1 ppm for many elements. This trend shifts the emphasis of NMP applications
to the advanced complementary techniques of quantitative trace-element imaging, in situ non-
destructive fluid and solid inclusion analysis, light element microanalysis using PIGE, lattice
location using ion micro-channeling, and to applications requiring finer spatial resolution.

Recent success of a collaborative ARC bid by the National Key Centre for the Geochemical
Evolution and Metallogeny of Continents (GEMOC) and the CSIRO has enabled the develop-
ment of a new Nuclear Microprobe at the CSIRO designed to meet this challenge and to fully
exploit the potential of the NMP in geology.

Nuclear Microprobe Design The new probe uses a highly integrated design approach
and a new focusing lens configuration, under construction at the University of Melbourne.
The design goal is to optimize beam-optical performance at the same time as maximising de-
tection geometry and the provision of high-quality microscope optics and sample manipula-
tion (X,Y,Z,9,(t>). This has been
achieved by designing the whole
probe as a 3D computer model
which permits detailed shaping
of components to tackle the con-
flicting space requirements of
lens system, detector system, mi-
croscope optics and sample ma-
nipulation.

The key to achieving high de-
magnification of the lens system
is a small working distance; i.e.
to minimise the distance from
the final quadrupole lens to the
target, without sacrificing detec-
tor and microscope access. The
solution is illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2. The quadrupole yokes are
shaped with pole-tip extensions
which bring the quadrupole
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Fig. 1 Target chamber layout showing quadrupole yoke cut-
outs used to achieve the 80 mm effective working distance
while providing for normal viewing microscope optics and the
provision for two X-ray detectors at 135° to the beam.



Fig. 2 Final 3 quadruples show-
ing yoke cutouts and pole-tip ex-
tensions.

fields 30 mm closer to the target. Also, to accommodate un-
restricted detector access at 135° to the beam, the yokes
have cutouts between poles for symmetric detector ports.
The cutouts permit these ports to fit between coil windings
(Fig. 2), and four cutouts are used to maintain four-fold
symmetry. The result is an effective working distance of
80 mm.

This working distance allows the use of a conventional 150
mm diameter chamber and provides ample space for a mi-
croscope mirror for normal viewing of the sample under the
beam.

Ion Beam Focusing System To assess various lens configurations a figure of merit
was devised to reflect optimum beam current into a given spot size under the effects of spheri-
cal aberration. Beam current is proportional to the total phase-space accepted by the system:
I « (Xo6o)(Yo<])o), in object coordinates. If we assume that spherical aberration cross-terms
(i.e. <x|0(j>2>, <yl62<(») are of minor importance, and the image size Xi,Yi is the sum of geo-
metric and aberrations terms in quadrature, i.e. Xi2 = (Xo/D)2 + (2<xl03>63)2 and similarly for
Y, and that for a good focus the geometric term is double the aberration term, then Xo =
0.89.Dx.Xi and 90 = 0.61(Xi/<xl63>)1/3, and similarly for Y. It can be shown then that for a
given final spot size (Xi,Yi) optimizing beam current corresponds to optimizing a figure of
merit Q given by:

Q = (Dx/<xl63>1/3)

A number of possible lens configurations were explored, including the classic 'Russian' quad-
ruplet and the Oxford-style high-excitation triplet and two-stage lens systems. The two-stage
systems, such as a separated quadruplet (two quadrupole doublets) produce high demagnifica-
tions but at the price of very high spherical aberration coefficients. This approach is difficult
to rationalize against our dual needs for high resolution at low beam currents (-100 pA) and
minimum beam spot size at high currents (-20 nA). The Russian quadruplet configuration
produces equal demagnification in X and Y but this demagnification is relatively low and for
a given bore can be increased only by shortening lens elements and increasing pole-tip fields.
The Oxford triplet has some very useful characteristics but typically produces very different X-
and Y focusing behaviour.

In exploring the triplet further, it was discovered that by lengthening the first elements many
parameters move in favourable directions: demagnification generally increases, aberrations de-
crease and lens excitations decrease slightly. To capitalize on this effect the first 2 elements
of the triplet were split into 2 identical singlets each, thus forming a quintuplet system (Fig.
3). Now the spacing of quadrupoles 1,2
and 2,3 and 3,4 can be used to simulate ex- 1 9 ^ d s

tended quadrupole lengths. The extra de-
grees of freedom that this affords enables
not only the optimization of beam current
into a given spot-size but also the approach
to equal demagnification in X and Y. Fig.
4 shows the effect of varying inter-
quadrupole distance for equal separations
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Fig. 3
distributed triplet lens system. (Beam enters from
left, target to right.)
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S=Si2=S23 with S34=minimum.
As S increases Dx and Dy con-
verge and the figure of merit Q
rises (there is one cross-over in
X). Around S=0.45m,
IDxl=IDyl~60 and Q approaches
a maximum. For larger S there
is a cross-over in the Y-plane as
well, and a similar IDxl=IDyl~88
optimum around S=1.0m. The
first optimum is preferred as it
results in a shorter overall
length for the quintuplet and
less stringent alignment require-
ments.
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Fig. 4 Quintuplet lens system parameters (demagnifications
IDXI and IDyl, spherical aberration coefficients <xl03> and <yl(|>3>
estimated using PRAM, and the figure of merit Q) versus inter-
quadrupole separation S=Si2=S23 with S34=minimum.

The theoretical performance of
the quintuplet system is illustrat-
ed in Fig. 5 and compared with
beam-spot distributions calculat-
ed for the Melbourne MP2 quad-
ruplet [1] and Oxford triplet [2]
systems. Spherical and chromat-
ic aberration were estimated us-

ing the PRAM program [3] and object and divergence apertures optimized for minimum spot
size by iteratively tracing 2000 rays uniformly spread over the available phase-space. These
results predict a system with IDxl=IDyl~67,
despite its rather short length (4.5m overall
from ) and suggest that 95% of a 100 pA
beam should be focused into a 0.38 \im spot
compared with 0.71 jim and 0.64 [im for the
MP2 and Oxford systems, respectively, at
the same brightness.

Conclusions A new high performance
nuclear microprobe is under development at
the CSIRO using a novel quintuplet magnet-
ic quadrupole lens system, computer control-
led beam-shaping, normal-viewing high-
resolution microscope optics and close ge-
ometry detector systems. The instrument is
expected to come on-line in mid-1998.

Fig. 5 Calculated beam-spot distributions (urn) for
the quintuplet (CSIRO; Si2=0.45m, S23=0.6m),
Melbourne MP2 'Russian' quadruplet and Oxford
triplet systems using an equal, uniform brightness
source (B=1.24 pA.u.nrr2.mrad-2.MeV-1) and a beam
current of 100 pA.
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